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ABSTRACT 

Customer Reward Programs (CRP) have increasingly been used in many industries and 
markets worldwide with the purpose of gaining customers and retaining their loyalty through 
repeated purchases in exchange of rewards. Currently, most of the retailers in the Swedish 
grocery store sector have implemented CRP of different types, from simple discount-based 
programs to complex multi-partnership structures. Previous works have been carried on the 
competitiveness of the grocery retail market in Sweden, but these haven’t addressed the role 
of the CRP. Therefore, the objective of this thesis was to analyze the performance of the CRP 
offered by Ica, Coop, Citygross, Willys and Hemköp from a customer loyalty perspective. 
The discount store Lidl was also included although they haven’t implemented a CRP. The 
retailers included in our study covered approximately 93% of the market share in Sweden.  
 
Data was collected through anonymous online surveys that included 12 questions addressed to 
households living in several Swedish cities. The online surveys allowed us to gather 
demographics data and info about CRP memberships, purchasing habits, customer loyalty, 
reward preferences, and customer awareness. In total 134 households replied the survey.  
 
We found high store loyalty among the respondents. However, the strong preference for 
conveniently located stores indicated that most customers enroll in the CRP to take advantage 
of the repeated visits they already do to a certain store, which has a favorable location. In 
other words, we suspect customers become store loyal and then they enroll in the CRP. This 
attitude is masked as true loyalty but in fact it only implies a behavioral loyalty. Further 
deeper analysis shall be performed to confirm this finding.  
 
We observed a clear increase of the customer loyalty (measured by share of wallet and 
purchase frequency) in respondents enrolled in CRP compared to not-enrolled counterparts. 
Households with children and households with high income had a greater tendency to 
participate in CRP and these two groups exhibited higher customer loyalty. Our results 
showed that the package of benefits and rewards offered by the CRP alone does not capture 
many customers into the CRP. Instead, customers looked for store location, quality and price 
as the appealing factors to enroll a CRP.  
 
The survey results confirmed the dominance that Ica has over the Swedish grocery retail 
market. Further analysis combining level of expenditures and frequency of purchase showed 
that Lidl, Hemköp and Citygross performed quite similar within a group that does not capture 
great portion of the customer expenditure combined to a low purchase frequency. An output 
of our research showed that Lidl compete quite well with retailers that have CRP in place like 
Citygross and Hemköp, or on the contrary, that Hemköp with an advanced CRP does not 
attract customers sufficiently when compared to Lidl. An analysis based on the double 
jeopardy effect theory showed that Willys exhibits an “excessive loyalty”. This means, Willys 
had a higher frequency of purchase and level of expenditure than expected when compared 
against its market penetration level. Therefore, we identified that Willys overachieve results 
compared to the others retailers and also to Coop, its closest competitor. We concluded that a 
CRP with larger benefit scheme does not necessarily increases the customer loyalty to the 
store. Moreover, boosting CRP with multi-partnership programs that offer several experience 
rewards (spa, ski resorts, music events and travel tickets) could be inefficient for the grocery 
retailers since customers feel primarily attracted to immediate rewards related with groceries 
discounts. 
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1. Introduction 
This chapter outlines the theoretical and practical importance of the thesis work. The 
background of our research is introduced, and the problem of study is formulated and 
discussed. Finally, the structure of the thesis per chapter is briefly described. 

1.1 Background 
Customer loyalty may be defined as “an attitudinal and behavioral tendency to favor one 
brand over all others, whether due to satisfaction with the product or service, its convenience 
or performance, or simply familiarity and comfort with the brand” (PR Loyalty Solutions, 
2011). Best (2013) stated that loyal customers are profitable because they “buy more than the 
average customer and they would be more likely than the average customer to recommend the 
company’s products/services to potential customers”. Understanding the customer and its 
level of loyalty and satisfaction is of high importance in order to develop successful and 
customer-oriented marketing strategies. How to create new business out a recurrent customer 
and how to capture new customers are questions to be tackled by marketers and management 
teams when operating in highly competitive markets with very low product differentiation.  

The need for gaining new customers and for retaining current customers (and not losing them 
to competitors) have become a strong driving force to companies for investing on programs 
that aim to give a special treatment to certain customer group. These programs are better 
known as “customer reward programs (CRP)” or “customer loyalty programs (CLP)”. Among 
all definitions found in the literature, Leenheer, et al. (2007) defined the CRP as “an 
integrated system of marketing actions, which aims to make member customers more loyal”; 
or simply as Shapiro and Varian (1998) define it as “a program in which customers are 
rewarded for their repeat purchases”.  
 
The increasing importance of customer loyalty in all business has brought a great number of 
CRP. Moreover, based on the assumption that being a member of a CRP will make customers 
loyal to the brand or firm that created the program, CRP have been widely implemented in 
diverse industries in recent years (Rosenbaum, et al., 2005). For instance, airlines and hotel 
industry are two good examples of the impact that such marketing strategy has over customers 
loyalty, reaching 84% and 67%, respectively as reported in 2014 Shopper Experience Report 
where 5,311 shoppers between U.S., Europe and China were polled (Cognizant, 2014). This 
agrees with previous findings were loyalty programs were found to increase customer 
retention and influence customer’s choice of company (Bolton, et al., 2000).  
 
Some types of CRP help companies to access to valuable customer data, acquiring lots of 
customer performance metrics and preferences for services or products. That is the case of 
loyalty or membership cards which are commonly used by retailers (Sharp & Sharp, 1997). 
These cards are provided to specific customer segments which also have to provide 
information to the retailer. Upon each shopping visit at the retail store, the customers show the 
card and the information about the purchase is transferred to the retailer’s database (Garcia 
Gomez, et al., 2012). This information enables companies to identify both their profitable and 
unprofitable customers (Best, 2013). 
 
Apart of loyalty membership cards, coupons are one of the most popular customer’s 
promotion methods used in retail grocery sector. The amount of coupons distributed in U.S. 
during 2013 was 329 billions; the value of all distributed coupons was roughly $513 billion 
and despite the fact that every person in the U.S. was offered $1,617 in coupons savings, the 
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promotions only reached roughly 1% success rate when consumers redeemed only 3.7 billion 
coupons equivalent to $11.60 per person (Inmar, 2013).  
 
Arbore and Estes (2013) found that, as opposed to the airline industry where customer 
perceived exclusivity drives the customer purchase behavior, the structure of the CRP had no 
effect on perceived status in the supermarket industry which was in fact low in perceived 
exclusivity. Mägi (2003) showed that “the economic aspect was the motivator with the largest 
overall impact on customer share of grocery retailers”. Therefore, it seems convenient for 
supermarkets to make efforts in highlighting the economic value (which is connected to 
utilitarian motives) to tailor the CRP designs and finally accomplish the desired customer 
purchase behavior.  

1.2 Problem discussion 
In this section we introduce the problem of study by narrowing down the discussion towards 
the focus of our thesis on CRP in the Swedish grocery retailers. To achieve this, we find 
necessary to elaborate more about the value of the CRP to the customers. 
 
A CRP may only be successful in building customer loyalty if they actually contribute to 
customer value perception and that in turn increases customer loyalty (Yi & Jeon, 2003). This 
means that not all CRP will produce an increase in sales or profits per sé. There must be a 
match between the design elements of a CRP and the motives of the customers in order to 
generate value (Kreis & Mafael, 2014). If a CRP is not found useful for the customers of a 
firm or brand, it does not add value to them and consequently the firm will not gain customer 
loyalty. The incurred costs of ineffective CRP may even cause harmful economic 
consequences to the firm. In this regard, O'Brien and Jones (1995) indicated that this may 
occur when a great variety of CRP designs lead to a blurred perspective on perceived value by 
customers. Kreis and Mafael (2014) supports this statement by suggesting that CRP members 
do not value the CRP offerings despite the large sums of money invested by firms to design 
and implement the CRP.  
 
Despite the great investment than such programs require, grocery retailers manage to 
influence or attract only 42% of the polled customers (Cognizant, 2014). The difference 
between what could be considered an effective CRP by airlines and the poor results obtained 
by grocery retail industry triggers a lot of questions, where the main one is whether the CRP 
in the retail sector are truly giving the intended effect among customers. The large number of 
CRP in the grocery retail industry may cause a blurred view of the CRP’s benefits which 
makes difficult to the customer to perceive the value, as suggested by O'Brien and Jones 
(1995).  
 
Firms may also launch CRP that are not very well-thought just as a defensive marketing 
strategy (Kumar & Shah, 2004). These CRP may lack of sufficient of attractiveness for 
customers and hence value is not perceived. We believe this is the case in Sweden nowadays 
as the wide range of CRP in the grocery retail market suggests that some retailers don’t 
succeed (or at least not to the extent they wish) in obtaining an ultimate economic benefit 
from their CRP because they simply don’t create loyalty. This seems to be a characteristic of 
highly competitive markets with low switching costs like the grocery retail industry (Meyer-
Waarden & Benavent, 2009). Other researchers have encouraged further research in this area 
by including stores without loyalty programs (Meyer-Waarden & Benavent, 2009). For this 
reason, we decided to include in our study the case of a discount store that don’t have a CRP 
in place.  
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The use of CRP in the Swedish grocery retail market is not the exception to the international 
trends considering that the market is also highly competitive (Lööf, 2011). Such programs are 
heavily used upon customers and two of the major players, ICA and Coop, who combined 
covered 70% of the market share by 2011 (Jordbruksverket, 2012) counted with 
approximately 3 million CRP members each by 2012 (Andersson & Selö, 2012). Other 
smaller grocery retail chains also compete by offering lower prices and less complex CRP. 
Moreover, discount stores competing with lower prices are also part of the mix of grocery 
retailers in Sweden. Thus, the great variety of stores and nature of their CRP combined with 
figures combined with previous reports where global trends on a small sample gave only a 
42% of attracted consumers within this sector, suggest that CRP’s schemes are not yet fully 
understood neither its link with the customer behavior and loyalty. 

1.3 Problem formulation and purpose 
In this section we further narrow down the formulation of the problem and we present the 
purpose of the study. 

The current Swedish market for grocery retailers consist of several types of supermarket 
chains that have launched CRP, yet the reward systems and redemption policies are different. 
The great variety of CRP causes also a distinct effectiveness of these programs in gaining 
customers with respect to their costs (launching, maintenance, promotion, administration, 
among others.).  
 
The purpose of this thesis work is to evaluate the success of the selected CRP of the Swedish 
grocery retailers in creating true loyalty. The loyalty will be determined in terms of customer 
expenditure, purchase frequency and share of wallet. Further we want to test the impact of the 
CRP on the customer loyalty towards the retailer, not towards the CRP itself. Finally, our 
ambition is to analyze in detail the structure of the CRP to identify the key components that 
generate customer loyalty.  
 
A conceptual framework of this thesis is presented in Figure 1.1. Different motives can make 
customers to perceive value of a CRP. But there are also external factors (household and store 
characteristics) that may contribute in developing customer loyalty. Finally, the loyalty may 
exist towards the CRP alone or in the best case scenario it may be a true store loyalty.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Conceptual framework of this study.   
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The subject of our work will be the CRP offered by grocery retailers Ica, Coop, Citygross 
Willys and Hemköp. The retailer Lidl will also be subject to analysis to address retailers 
without CRP. We present a detailed analysis of the current CRP where we mince their main 
characteristics, reward/benefit systems and redemption alternatives.  
 
We will formulate initial hypotheses and then we will test these to prove their validity. For 
achieving this, first online surveys will be designed and implemented among residents of 
Swedish cities where the retailers of study possess physical stores. Part of the survey contains 
questions with the intent to gather demographic information, income, and participation in 
CRP, whereas the rest of the questions relate to customer metrics and purchase habits. The 
collected data from the sample will be analyzed and further processed for testing the initial 
hypotheses. We expect the survey’s results and its subsequent analysis to provide us with 
evidence to explain the performance of the CRP and to identify their key characteristics that 
create true customer loyalty toward the grocery retailer.  

1.4 Thesis structure 
This thesis is structured following the recommended guidelines from the School of 
Management of Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH). An overview of each chapter of the 
thesis is as follows: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2: Structure followed in the present thesis work.  
 
 
Chapter 1 provides an overview of the thesis. A theoretical and practical background is 
presented and the problem of study is formulated and motivated. 
 
Chapter 2 contextualizes the thesis work. A comprehensive literature review of previous work 
in the field is presented and the theoretical framework of the thesis is structured. 
 
Chapter 3 gives details about the methodology used along the research work and the 
hypotheses are formulated. The technique to collect data and the approach employed for its 
statistical analysis are described in detail.   
 
Chapter 4 presents the main results and findings from the collected data. These are based on 
testing the previously presented hypotheses and the output of the statistical analysis. 
 
Chapter 5 depicts the main findings of the research work. These are discussed in depth to 
answer the research questions. Interpretation of the statistical analysis is given and the results 
are compared against previous related work and theories. 
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Chapter 6 provides the final conclusions of the thesis work and its implications for the field.  
 
Chapter 7 outlines the limitations of the present work and provides recommendations for 
future research. 
 
At the end of the thesis report, a list of references used throughout the thesis is given and the 
appendices are presented.  
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2. Theory 
In this chapter of the thesis we elaborate on the theoretical and practical aspects of customer 
reward programs that enable us setting the conceptual framework of the thesis. 

2.1 Enrolling customer reward programs 
CRP are designed by marketing teams to target a specific group of customers and to make 
them consume more products or services of a store or brand. Before describing the theories 
that will be the conceptual base to this thesis, it becomes relevant to explain in depth what 
entice consumers to join CRP, the type of benefits and the incurred costs.    

2.1.1 Customer motives 
Researchers have extensively investigated the subject of customers’ motives to enroll in CRP. 
Most researchers have established connections with psychological science to explain the 
choice dilemma that customers face when deciding upon starting to participate in a CRP. In 
general, driving motives of human behavior are classified as utilitarian and symbolic. 
Utilitarian motives are “primarily instrumental or functional and best addressed by clear, 
tangible benefits” (Dorotic, et al., 2012). Utilitarian motives are thus focused on economic 
advantages that drive people to join a CRP (Mägi, 2003). These may be discounts, coupons, 
reward points, cash vouchers, and gift cards for partner companies that retailers give away to 
CRP-enrolled customers in exchange for their loyalty. On the other hand, the symbolic or 
hedonistic motives are driven by self-esteem needs and social belonging (Mimouni-Chaabane 
& Volle, 2010). The strength of these motives greatly influences the customer value 
perception of the CRP that will eventually drive customers to adopt or not the CRP.  

Within symbolic motives, one can differentiate between affiliation needs and superiority 
needs. Affiliation is linked to a sense of community belonging whereas superiority in this 
context refers to the longing of recognition by the company in comparison with other 
customers (Kreis & Mafael, 2014). Examples of customer benefits that satisfy the symbolic 
motives may be a tennis club membership card that allows you use the training facilities and 
socialize with other members (affiliation) or the well-known airline loyalty programs that 
allows customers preferential airplane seats and access to airport lounges (superiority).  

Studies suggest that Corporate Social Responsibility helps to build a positive reputation and 
fortify a firm’s relationship with its customers. A research work showed that using altruistic 
benefit structures in the rewards of CRP improve the firm’s reputation and makes the CRP 
more appealing to consumers (Eason, et al., 2015). Thus, a particular altruistic-oriented 
behavior may be a driver for certain people for joining CRP. 

Kreis and Mafael (2014) proposed that relationship between motive and value will be 
strongest for CRP designs that connects to the respective customer motive. The interaction 
between motives and benefit structure will thus have the largest impact on increased 
perceived value by the customers.  

Parameters such as shopping enjoyment, store attractiveness, household income, consumer’s 
general attitude towards CRP, and number of CRP’s memberships have been studied in 
relation to CRP participation. For instance, consumers with positive attitude toward CRP in 
general are significantly more likely to join a new CRP but household income did not show 
significant effect on enrollment in CRP (Leenheer, et al., 2007). The same authors also 
concluded that customers loyal to the store are very likely to join the store’s CRP.  
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CRP enrollment is correlated with store attractiveness (Leenheer, et al., 2007). However, 
Garcia Gomez, et al. (2012) found that the greater the shopping enjoyment the lower the 
likelihood that the individual will join a CRP. This finding complemented with a negative 
influence of customer seek for variety in CRP participation, suggests that customers that 
constantly search variety are less likely to join CRP that adopt a long term focus. On the other 
hand, consumers that possess a favorable attitude towards CRP in general have shown 
significantly higher the likelihood to join CRP (Leenheer, et al., 2007); (Garcia Gomez, et al., 
2012). 

2.1.2 Benefits of customer reward programs 
Lal and Bell (2003) state that customers compare the expected benefits and the costs upon 
gauging the usefullness of the CRP and deciding whether to participate in a company’s CRP. 
This rationale is based on Social Exchange Theory (SET) that says that individuals “engage in 
relationships subsequent to a subjective cost-benefit analysis” (Blau, 1964). This means that 
for customers considering joining a CRP, they evaluate the perceived costs against the 
perceived benefits (Eason, et al., 2015). 

The benefits may be separated into tangible rewards like discounts on future purchases, gifts 
or magazines; and intangible rewards related to preferential treatment, information, or the 
possibility of establishing a network with other CRP members via physical gathering/events 
or social networks given to CRP members (Garcia Gomez, et al., 2012). In agreement with the 
previous cited authors, Leenheer, et al. (2007) also distiguished between perceived economic 
benefits (rewards) and non-economic (psychological and sociological) benefits that aimed to 
fulfill needs driven by symbolic motives. Leenheer, et al. (2007) stated that the more 
economic benefits a customer perceives to gain from loyalty programs in general, the higher 
the likelihood to enroll in any program, although non-economic benefits may also enhance the 
likelihood to enroll certain types of CRP. This is in line with the findings by Mägi (2003) who 
found that economic benefits had the highest impact on customer’s money spending. 

The perceived value of rewards offered by companies’ CRP in relation to costs or effort to 
attain them is a key subject of study in loyalty or reward programs. One study concluded that 
high monetary costs of obtaining rewards (e.g. higher membership fees) shift preference away 
from luxury towards necessity rewards (Kivetz & Simonson, 2003). This study also showed 
that higher program requirements had a stronger positive effect on the preference for luxury 
over necessity rewards for respondents with a higher tendency to feel guilt when purchasing 
luxuries (Kivetz & Simonson, 2003). In another research it was also found that ‘reward 
valence’ (the perceived value of the reward relative to the perceived effort to achieve it) had 
the strongest positive effect on consumer intention to enroll CRP (Sharma & Verma, 2014). 

The perceived effort for accomplishing the benefit of a CRP is connected to the benefit 
structure and requirements of the program. Goal Gradient Theory suggests that an individual 
will exhibit low intent to pursue a goal if this is perceived as implausible for immediate 
attainment. However, if the goal is easily achievable, the motivation to continue pursuit of 
further reward decreases significantly (Kivetz & Simonson, 2003). In the case of CRP the 
goal may be a utilitarian (economic benefit) or a symbolic (non-economic) benefit. Sharma 
and Verma (2014) proved that the parameter ’goal proximity’ (the time to reach a reward) had 
the second strongest effect in customer intention to enroll CRP. This means the shorter the 
time perceived by the consumer for obtaining a reward, the higher the likelihood that he or 
she joins in the CRP. This finding suggests that teams involved in designing CRP should 
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consider not only the benefit itself but the time and effort the participants have to invest in 
order to earn them. 

2.1.3 Customer costs of customer reward programs 
Customers that enroll in CRP incur in costs, these can come in the form of economic out-
of-pocket costs such as membership fees but also the time for the enrollment process, account 
maintenance (for example, monitoring the CRP account balance), and effort to accumulate 
rewards by making purchases (Eason, et al., 2015).  

Customers include their travel costs to the retailer when they estimate the cost-benefit balance 
of joining the CRP. Many researchers have proved the negative impact of the distance of the 
store with respect to loyalty (Meyer-Waarden & Benavent, 2009; Demoulin & Zidda, 2008) 
which is believed to diminish the likelihood of CRP participation since customers that are 
loyal to the retail store are more likely to enroll CRP. Hence, some customers may enroll in 
CRP that don’t reward them with the best economic benefits but that have convenient retail 
store locations. Moreover, convenient store hours and convenient parking have been found as 
drivers enhancing grocery store loyalty (Stephen Parker, et al., 2009). Membership fees 
represent a barrier for customer to join CRP as these fees decreases the intent to join CRP, 
although the effect is modest (Eason, et al., 2015).      

Another economic driver consists of switching costs, because loyalty program members lose 
value if they stop purchasing from the company. For instance, if a consumer who already is 
part of a CRP joins a competitors’ CRP and stops purchasing form the former retailer, this 
customer may lose the accumulated saving points provided that these expire a defined period 
of time (Leenheer, et al., 2007). Opportunity costs may also be involved in the decision of 
joining a CRP. For instance, CRP built on the motive reward redemption suggest to the 
customers that they face a (opportunity) cost if he is not part of the program (Kreis & Mafael, 
2014).  

In addition, customers may face non-economic costs due to loss of privacy. Customers usually 
have to provide personal data to the company upon the CRP enrollment process. A company 
can use this information in combination with purchase data to target households for direct 
mailings or to tailor specific economic benefits. Some customers may not be willing to 
provide personal information, especially if this concerns personal identifiers such as address. 
This reluctance is caused by consumers' need for control and a negative attitude towards 
direct marketing (Phelps, et al., 2001). Some customers may perceive potential privacy 
infringements of CRP as a noneconomic cost, leading to a decreased likelihood of loyalty 
program participation (Leenheer, et al., 2007).  

Garcia Gomez, et al. (2012) demonstrated that individuals’ desire for privacy was a negative 
factor in participation in CRP. Consequently, customers who are more cautious about their 
privacy are by nature more reluctant to enroll in CRP which require them to provide personal 
data (Garcia Gomez, et al., 2012). Similar findings were observed with respect to perceived 
effort and to ‘customer reactance’, defined by the authors as the resistance of consumers 
against attempts to control their behavior and freedom of choice; that had negative 
relationships with intent to enroll in a CRP (Sharma & Verma, 2014). Providing personal 
information when subscribing in CRP may this be seen as a non-economic cost. When a 
consumer perceived this cost to be higher than the expected benefits of the CRP, he/she may 
decide not to join the program. 
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2.2 Behavior of customers participating in reward programs 
Most CRP are designed to encourage increased usage of certain product in favour of the 
company’s needs. In a very simplified analogy, the more they spend the better the rewards 
they can earn. Performance indicators that are commonly measured in order to evaluate 
customer’s behavior are purchase frequency and share of wallet. The efforts to attract 
customers and modify habits by means of reward systems are tremendous, only in the United 
States of America 60% of marketing budgets are dedicated to develop such programs (Meyer-
Waarden & Benavent, 2006).  

Rewards can shape behavior as well as increase task performance (Eisenberg & Rhoades, 
2001) thus is normal to expect that CRP are designed with the goal of attracting and keeping 
customers, thus boost company sales. According to Dowling and Uncles (1997) the customer 
management by means of special programs where the feedback company-customer is given in 
a reward format makes customers feel cared and thus motivates them to behave in a manner 
that is beneficial to the company’s interest. In this regard Yuping (2007) has also remark the 
importance of the rewards as psychological factor to encourage customers to be a part of a 
certain CRP. However, CRP must be designed in a way that they produce a positive reaction 
from the customers, since they will not be effective until customers perceive fairness between 
the amount of effort required to achieve the promised reward. In such cases, could create a 
contrary effect, encouraging customers to refrain their participation in any company - 
customer relationship (Choi & Kim, 2013). 
  
Previous studies that have compared several CRP within grocery retail have indicated that 
most of consumers have a “polygamous relationship” to different stores, nevertheless, it was 
found that they had a primary store in which they made a large portion of their purchase 
(Meyer-Waarden & Benavent, 2006). Such behavior could be associated to the customer’s 
perception of the CRP as well as their needs. Since CRP are launched as a defensive strategy 
to counteract competition, it could be expected that highly competitive markets (as the 
grocery retail market is), many different CRP are available to the same customer. Companies 
strive for market share and price cut strategies could be more appealing to customers as a 
form of immediate reward instead of delayed benefit (Dowling & Uncles, 1997). This could 
motivate customers to combine the usage of different CRP, purchasing from different stores 
in order to perceive the largest possible value for their purchases. 
 
Meyer-Waarden and Benavent (2006) concluded that CRP can have contrary effects over 
different type of customers depending on how the characteristics of the CRP are design 
towards the customer’s need. For instance, heavy purchasers likely increase their purchase 
frequency of share of wallet if long-term cumulative rewards are attractive enough; however, 
such benefit is not equally appealing to light purchasers and/or promotion hunters who might 
look for immediate benefits. A special type of CRP (multi-partner programs) provides loyalty 
cards that equally usable within the network of partner stores; this allows them to join the 
programs without major changes in purchase habits. Such programs might be appealing for 
both heavy and light purchasers (Meyer-Waarden & Benavent, 2006). 

2.3 Types of customer reward programs 
Different types of customer programs have been previously described in the literature. The 
main differences between them are their level of complexity, the type of reward given to the 
customer whether tangible and/or intangible and its purpose. 
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A Reward Program has been defined by Garcia Gomez, et al. (2012) as one of the first types 
to appear in grocery retailing. They were specially distinguished by their simplicity, providing 
customers with points according to the amount spent in the store. However, such points would 
have a time limit in which they could be redeemed. This program type was described as one 
of a “blind” nature due to the fact that no customer information was required, thus, they 
would give the same discount to each member regardless their purchase history. Since they 
were focused on giving customer a specific discount it was considered that these programs 
offered only tangible rewards and were focused on customer retention and acquisition of new 
clients, if possible. 
 
A Card Loyalty Program was also defined by Garcia Gomez, et al., (2012) which would have 
as main characteristic tangibles and intangibles rewards, adapting them to the special needs of 
each customer. The tangible rewards aimed to give discount on future purchases while 
intangible rewards aimed to give a special treatment to regular customers. Since every 
member of this program is requested to share demographical information in order to 
subscribe, companies count with the possibility to acquire enormous amount of data that 
makes possible the adjustment and tailoring of reward schemes. Loyalty programs do not 
focus on rewarding customers over one purchase, instead they aim to strengthen customer 
loyalty over time since “one-shot-deal” does not creates a lock-in effect (Yuping, 2007). 
 
A multi-tier reward scheme allocates different rewards at different “loyalty” levels. The 
rewards are to be disproportional towards higher purchases; hence demographical information 
is required in order to join such programs. Previous researches have described these types of 
programs by their focus on loyalty; whether they are useful to attract new customers they 
specially developed to reward their more loyal customer, hence, it is of a great importance to 
keep track on purchase history (Gandomi & Zolfaghari, 2011). It has been reported in the past 
that companies prefer to design tier systems with few rather than many membership levels, in 
this way the scheme would be easier to understand and use, thus more effective (Sällberg & 
Hederstierna, 2009). The same authors did a comparison between several systems applied in 
different branches, showed that companies commonly use a 3-level tier system. 
 
Multi-partner loyalty programs also known as coalition programs as its name indicates is the 
coalition of several companies into an interconnected reward scheme which aims to retain 
customers within the group. These programs also aim to reward customers for continuing 
their relationship, where sharing demographic information is a requirement for their 
enrollment. Due to a broader range of sponsor’s base, the multi-partner loyalty programs are 
in a better position to offer value to their members than other type of programs (Moore & 
Sekhon, 2005). However, the effectiveness of these programs lies on the effectiveness of the 
communication, since the customer’s perception and usage of the program is more relevant 
than the group of benefits offered by the coalition. In contrast with other programs, Multi-
partner loyalty programs tend to lack personalized offers but on the other hand the wide range 
of rewards through the partner’s group gives the customers the possibility to target the level of 
rewards that fits the best to their needs (Moore & Sekhon, 2005). 
 
The types of CRP used in the Swedish grocery retail market are based in a combination of 
characteristics of the four programs described above. The Table 2.1 presents an overview of 
the characteristics and benefits offered by each program. 
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CRP 
characteristics  

Store 1  
(Coop) 

Store 2  
(Hemköp) 

Store 3  
(Ica) 

Store 4 
(Citygross) 

Store 5 
(Willys) 

Store 6 
 (Lidl) 

Annual fee  - - -  -  -  
Additional credit card      - - - 
Bonus system (1)       - - - 
Tier bonus system (2)      - - - 
Tier bonus system / credit card (3)  - - - - - 
Time to redeem < 1 year -    - - - 
Time to redeem between 1 and 5 years  - -  - - - 
Personalized reward         - 
Coalition program         - 

 Ski hotels  - -  - - 
 Music events  -   - - - 
 Cruise lines  -     - - 
 Hotels          - 
 Spa  -  - - - 
 Clothes  - - -  -  -  
 Movies  - - - - - 
 Airlines/Travel agency  -   - - - 
 Gyms -  -  - - - 
 Car rental - -  - -  -  
 Gasoline -  - - - - 

Private magazine   -   -  -  
1. Originates redeemable points per each crown spent. 
2. Coop: 1% of your purchase in redeemable points up to 3500Kr/month, 2% over 3500Kr/month. Hemköp: 0,5% of your purchase in 

redeemable points up to 999Kr/month, 1% up to 2999kr/month and 2% over 2999kr/month. 
3. +1% of your purchase in redeemable points for all your purchases in the store, +1% of your purchase in redeemable points for all your 

purchases outside the store. 
Table 2.1: Comparison between different CRP programs used in three chains of grocery stores in 
Sweden.   

 

In spite of the store 1 offers benefits in most of the categories offered by the second store, it 
can be seen that its complexity and range of benefits is larger. Tier systems in both customer 
cards and credit cards offer customers the opportunity to generate more value through larger 
purchases. The store no. 3 offers a much more simplified CRP whilst the fourth store 
competes in the market of grocery retail only with low prices and without any CRP. 

2.4 Customer loyalty 
A true loyal customer limits his purchases to the same company or brand as much as possible. 
There might be different factors that make the customer loyal, for instance price, convenient 
store location and opening hours, benefits of the CRP, quality of the products, among others. 
On the other hand, a customer may be only loyal to a store or brand because he/she perceives 
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a high value of the store’s CRP. However, the customers who are only loyal to a program may 
switch to a competitor's program that offers more attractive benefits (Kang, et al., 2015). 
Moreover, these CRP-loyal customers can be dissatisfied over modifications in the CRP 
structure and they may cancel their membership subscription if they perceive more value in a 
competitors CRP. It becomes thus obvious that CRP-loyal customers don’t necessarily 
possess a true loyalty towards the company (Kang, et al., 2015). 

On the other hand, in many cases a loyalty towards the CRP itself becomes the first step in 
developing true customer loyalty towards the store. This is because when a customer is loyal 
to the CRP, the customer-company identification increases and consequently they become 
prompt to build stronger loyalty relationship with the company (Kang, et al., 2015). In fact, 
customers that are loyal to CRP tend to increase their share of wallet regardless of their 
psychological attachment to the company (Wirtz, et al., 2007) because they are “less inclined 
to visit competitors and more likely to spend more with the current loyalty program” 
(Leenheer, et al., 2007); (Meyer-Waarden, 2008). Therefore, customers that are loyalty 
toward CRP also provides an economical benefit for the firm, but compared to true store-loyal 
customers these may switch to competitors and the benefit may vanish relatively easy. They 
represent a latent financial risk for the firm (Wagner, et al., 2009).  

When a customer develops true loyalty towards the firm, the affiliation with the company 
reduces significantly the likelihood that they will switch to a competitor due to economic 
motives. (Evanschitzky, et al., 2012). The loyalty connection created between customer and 
the company is of an emotional nature, and it involves elevated psychological switching costs. 
This condition makes company-loyal customer more profitable in the long run than CRP-loyal 
customers. Hence, companies strive in creating the conditions that will make customer do 
repeated purchases and increase the money spent in the companies’ products or services.  

In the loyalty management literature, two types of loyalty are defined: behavioral and 
attitudinal. Behavioral loyalty refers to a customer buying frequently in a store, yet this person 
may repeatedly purchase in that store because he/she doesn’t have a better alternative. When 
the client develops an emotional link with the store or brand and recommends it to other 
individuals, then this person has an attitudinal loyalty. From a purely financial standpoint, it is 
the behavioral loyalty that provides a tangible benefit to the firm, as repeated purchases means 
revenues. Yet the attitudinal component of the loyalty should give a positive also economic 
benefit to the firm but these are more difficult to measure.  

Demoulin and Zidda (2008) showed that whatever measure of loyalty, holding a loyalty card 
tends to increase store behavioral and attitudinal loyalty. They also concluded that loyalty 
card holders are more loyal than non-holders, and that the most loyal customers are often 
among the earliest adopters and heaviest users of the loyalty card. The authors claimed that 
the customer loyalty in their study was directly linked to the rewards as “the card holders 
satisfied with the rewards are the most loyal customers, and are thus more loyal than card 
holders unsatisfied with the rewards”. Finally, Demoulin and Zidda (2008) corroborated that 
customers who are satisfied with the rewards of the store’s loyalty program are less price 
sensitive than unsatisfied customers. The findings in this work refer to behavioral loyalty to 
the store and not to the CRP. 

Some authors claim that there is a “self-selection effect” which means that already loyal 
customers enroll into CRP (Meyer-Waarden & Benavent, 2009). Nevertheless, the 
investigation performed by (Demoulin & Zidda, 2008) demonstrates that even if the 
customers joining the store’s CRP are already loyal customers, the CRP becomes a powerful 
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tool that strengthens their loyalty when they are satisfied with the rewards that form part of 
the CRP.  

All the theory developed above exposes the limited understanding on the performance of the 
CRP on grocery retail market, that combined with the scarce studies on the Swedish market 
motivate us to posit the following hypotheses as a starting point for our thesis work:  
 

 H1: The customers’ share of wallet in a grocery retailer increases when they enroll in 
the store’s CRP.  

 H2: Customers that are enrolled in a CRP buy groceries in that store at a higher 
frequency than not-enrolled customers. 

 H3: CRP that offer a larger list of benefits/rewards creates higher customer loyalty 
than discount-based CRP. 

 
These shall be further confirmed/rejected through the data collection and analysis. Moreover, 
we expect the output from the rejection/confirmation of the hypotheses to generate valuable 
information that can contribute to a better understanding on how the CRP perform in the 
grocery retail market in Sweden. 

2.5 Previous studies of Swedish grocery retail market. 
Despite the fact that some research has been done in the past on the Swedish grocery retail 
market, the effect of the CRP over the marketing strategies and their perfomance in the 
competition between different actors is not fully understood. Some researches have focused 
their investigation on the horizontal competition between grocery retailers, using turnover as  
main unit of measurement, store-specific factors and region-specific factors (Blank & 
Persson, 2004). According to Blank and Persson (2004), neither the price nor quality and 
service offered by Ica contirbuted significantly to its turnover. The authors claimed that the 
differences in price, service and quality between stores is so marginal that is not efficient to 
compete with such factors. Some of the results of this study indicated that the competiton 
between grocery retailers possibly happened at a major scale on direct marketing, such as 
advertisement, sales promotions, memberships as well as coupons and price packs. Another 
main competition tool suggested was the continuous adaptation to regular development of 
consumer shopping habits. 

The present investigation complement the findings of Blank & Persson (2004) reached by 
conducting a thorough analysis of the CRP used by the main grocery retailers of the Swedish 
market. This suggests following the same investigation line proposed by Blank & 
Persson (2004) when encouraging further research over the so called “innovative activities of 
the market actors”. Moreover, the demographic data to be collected during the analysis of the 
CRP over the households might be compared against previous findings. 

Other studies have centered its focus into analyzing how important the data adquired through 
CRP are to the Swedsih grocery retailers when adapting marketing strategies, and building 
customer loyalty. Andersson & Selö (2012) focused their investigation on the analysis of the 
CRP from the grocery retailer perspective. The main differences and contributions of this 
investigation can be summarized as follows: 

 Andersson & Selö (2012) limited their study to only two actors in the Swedish retail 
grocery market, Ica and Coop. The present work will include Hemköp, Willys, 
Citygross and a neutral variable as Lidl. 
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 The analysis of their study was based on a descritive method fundamented on 

interviews carried to representatives from Ica a Coop, no quantitative data was 
gathered when supporting the findings. The present study will acquire statistical data 
of purchase habits of households. 
 

 Their study focused the analysis of the CRP from the grocery retailers perpective 
whereas the present study will focus on analysing the CRP from a customer 
perspective; this is in line with one of the recommendations for further study done by 
the above mentioned authors. 
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3. Method 
In this section we provide details about the data collection process, the selection of our sample 
of study, the motivation of the survey questions and the statistical analysis of the results.   

3.1 Data collection 
Structured questionnaires were elaborated in an online survey builder. In total 12 questions 
were included in the survey which were addressed to households, not individuals. The first 
three questions related to demographics, whereas the rest were questions related to CRP 
memberships and store preference, shopping habits, rewards and customer loyalty. 

The survey builder enabled us to formulate questions with Likert rating scale answers (the 
person could only select one alternative), and also with ‘multiple choice’ answers (the person 
could select up to two alternatives). In these two cases predetermined alternatives were listed 
for each question. In addition, Yes or No questions were also part of the questionnaire.   
 
The questions of the survey were listed in a logical order where: 

a) general demographic information appeared first,  
b) questions intended to gather data about grocery shopping habits appeared second, 
c) questions concerning preferred grocery stores and memberships appeared next,  
d) questions about reward preferences, loyalty, and CRP awareness appeared last.   

 
The survey link was distributed to our acquaintances (friends, classmates, colleagues) with 
residence in Sweden by email or by Facebook. By clicking the survey link, a new window 
was opened showing a brief introduction with the motivation and purpose of the study. In the 
next step all 12 questions were listed (see questions in Appendix 1). The survey was 
conducted in an anonymous way. The aim with the anonymity was to give confidence to 
respondents for sharing socio-economical information through optional questions that aimed 
to link any purchase habits to the level of household income. Once the respondent answered 
the survey, the survey builder service accumulated and sorted the results instantaneously. The 
authors could access by a login and password account at any time to review the updated 
results including the number of respondents. The authors had access to all answers per 
question and per respondent, but it was not possible to disclose who the respondent was 
because the survey provider only provided IP addresses of the respondents.      
 
We chose online surveys over person-to-person surveys for the following reasons: 

 The easiness to reach a large number of potential respondents by email and social 
media channels. 

 The limited timeframe we had for collecting data. Online surveys were open 24 
hours/day, from May 9th until May 27th, 2016.     

 Online surveys allowed the respondents to take the necessary time to go through the 
questionnaire and the answers. Hence, we avoided bias due to respondents feeling the 
pressure of person-to-person encounters.  

 Confidentiality issues. Confidentiality can hardly be guaranteed in person-to-person 
surveys.  

 The convenience the survey builder package offered for analyzing and sorting the 
answers. 
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3.2 Type of survey questions 
A suitable type of survey was needed in order to investigate which CRP generates the highest 
degree of customer loyalty in the Swedish retail grocery market. Due to the nature of this 
market, the product differentiation and price flexibility between different grocery stores is 
small and thus the competition is very strong. CRP are used towards the public as marketing 
tools intended to generate the edge over the closest competitor, promoting customer retention, 
revenue and market share increase. 

Surveys with binary questions (e.g. yes or no questions) are too rigid to evaluate the creation 
of customer loyalty from a certain CRP. Considering that customers are found in an 
environment with high product standardization, tight price competition and no restriction 
from purchasing from many suppliers; a question formulated as “Do you like the customer 
reward program offered by retailer A?” would be erratic. Some customer might love the CRP 
offered by retailer A while other might just slightly like it over the competitors’ CRP, 
however a binary question would force them both to answer “yes”. The Likert scale or also 
called summated rating scales are highly recommended when trying to measure intangible 
variables like preferences. They offer a soft scale with a range of options that would allow the 
respondents to answer in a more accurate way about their feelings and/or level of 
agreement/disagreement (Bertram, 2013).  
 
By using Likert scales the survey would give all respondents the possibility to have 
ambivalent feelings about certain statements. A big advantage of using Likert scales is the 
reduction of error in the data collection; if an ambivalent person is asked to answer yes or no 
questions about the same topic repeated times it is highly possibly that this person responds in 
a random way with low level of consistency. Thus, using Likert scales would increase the 
level of confidence on the data collected (Spector, 1992). The scale used in the suitable survey 
questions was of the five points type, from strongly disagree to strongly agree including with 
a neutral option. 

3.3 Location of study 
As the respondents were acquaintances to the authors, we ensured that the respondents live in 
Sweden. The number of inhabitants of the cities where they have their residence was 
irrelevant. Instead, the criteria used to define a relevant location was the presence of at least 
five out of six of the studied grocery stores. It is assumed in this study that the selection of 
locations with the presence of different grocery stores would give the respondents the access 
and freedom of choice over the CRP/grocery stores that fit the best to the respondent's’ 
interests and needs. In this way the effect of any biased response due to the lack of store 
choice can be reduced. 

The size of grocery stores is not considered relevant when it comes to customer selection of 
CRP, hence an Ica Nära (medium size Ica supermarket) would be equally attractive to a 
customer as an Ica Maxi (Ica’s hypermarket). In the same way, any influence over the 
customer’s purchase frequency created due to the store size is neglected in this study. For 
large cities like Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö the distance between the customers and 
the grocery stores was not considered a problem since the store density is assumed to be 
sufficiently high. Consequently, the stores are reachable to customers with residence in the 
periphery. Respondents lived in the following Swedish cities: Stockholm, Gothenburg, 
Malmö, Västerås, Örebro, Uppsala, Norrköping, Nyköping, Gävle, Borlänge, Falun, 
Sundsvall and Finspång. 
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3.4 Selection of grocery retailer 
According to the Swedish market report (Chamber Trade Sweden, 2013), Sweden has a total 
of 6,000 grocery stores. Half of them are large store types as hypermarkets, supermarkets and 
discount stores; whilst the other half are smaller convenience stores. The Swedish food-
retailing sector is mainly dominated by four major groups, Ica group, Coop group, Axfood 
and Bergendahls food which combined cover approximately 79% of the market share and 
2,850 stores. The rest of the market is divided between the German discount store Lidl, the 
Danish discount store Netto, as well as Reitan and minor speciality food stores (Chamber 
Trade Sweden, 2013). Axfood group owns Willys, Hemköp stores and Tempo & Handlarn; 
while Bergendahls food owns Citygross and Matrebellerna stores.  

The scope of this investigation is limited to the customer’s purchase habits and loyalty to the 
following selected stores and their corresponding CRP: 

 Ica 
 Coop  
 Willys  
 Hemköp  
 Citygross  
 Lidl  

 
The fraction of the stores selected covers approximately the 93% of the market as per the 
report presented by Chamber Trade Sweden (2013). Such market share is calculated based on 
the annual sales register by each grocery retailer; Lidl is included as a dummy variable in 
order to evaluate any preference for discount stores over any CRP. Ica group is the biggest 
player, registering 49,1% of the market share, followed by Coop group which registers 20,9% 
of the sales and Willys with 10,1%. The remaining Grocery retailers register all together 
12,7% of the annual revenue in this sector (Chamber Trade Sweden, 2013)  
 
The above store selection makes possible the study of a wide number of locations in Sweden, 
all together sum 78% of the grocery stores available in the Swedish market covering most of 
the main Swedish cities and municipalities. Ica group not only leads the market on annual 
revenues but also in store number with 1320 units within Sweden which represents 41,8% of 
the total amount of stores available in the market. The second biggest player in terms of store 
density is Coop group, with 20,6%. The remaining Grocery retailers do not overcome the 5% 
limit and adding all together the remaining 15,5% of the stores (Chamber Trade Sweden, 
2013).  
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4. Results 

The surveyed sample corresponded to a total of 134 households located in the different 
Swedish cities that were previously mentioned in this report. In this section we present the 
results obtained from the online surveys. These may be considered the raw data for our 
subsequent analysis in section 5. 

The demographic data of the studied sample can be summarized in Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.3. 
 
Q1. Age 

 
Figure 4.1: Age distribution of the surveyed sample. 
 
 
Q2. Household size 

 
Figure 4.2: Household size distribution of the surveyed sample. 
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Q3. Household income 

 
Figure 4.3: Household income (SEK) distribution of the surveyed sample. 
 
 
The purchase frequency of the surveyed sample is presented in Figure 4.4 which presents a 
histogram sub-divided in three groups: (1) Low purchase frequency group, between 1 and 3 
times per month; (2) Medium purchase frequency group, between 4 and 6 times per month 
and (3) High purchase frequency group, between 7 or more than 10 times per month. With 
such histogram it is possible to discretize not only which portion of the surveyed sample 
purchases in one store but also at which frequency.  
 
Q4. How many times per month you buy groceries at these stores? 

 
Figure 4.4: Histogram of the purchase frequency between the different grocery stores. 
 
 
Table 4.1 presents how the expenditures per month of the surveyed households is distributed. 
The total numbers of households that are customers to each grocery retailer were quantified 
and presented as well. 
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Q5. How much money per month you spend in groceries in each store (SEK)? 
 

  Percetange of households 
Expenditure interval [SEK/month] Ica Coop Citygross Willys Hemköp Lidl 

1 - 499 22% 47% 54% 29% 56% 57% 
500 - 1499 27% 28% 33% 27% 33% 30% 
1500 - 2499 19% 15% 7% 23% 7% 14% 
2500 - 3499 13% 5% 2% 14% 5% 0% 
3500 - 4499 8% 3% 2% 4% 0% 0% 

> 4500 11% 1% 2% 4% 0% 0% 
Total No. of households 129 78 46 56 43 37 

Household percentage based on total 
respondents (134) 96% 58% 34% 42% 32% 28% 

Table 4.1: Amount of money spent (SEK) by each household on each grocery store during a month. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 represents a graphical distribution of the information summarized in Table 4.1. 
 
 

 
Figure 4.5: Histogram of expenditure range per month of the household between the different grocery 
retailers. 
 
Q6. Do you belong to any of these bonus programs? 
 
The percentage of households that belongs to one or many CRP is presented in Table 4.2. Ica 
counts with the largest amount of CRP members (65%), followed by Coop, which is present 
within 31% of the surveyed households. 
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Table 4.2: Percentage of households enrolled in CRP on each grocery store.  
 
Q7. Which factors did you consider the most attractive to become a member of the bonus 
program of your preferred store? 
 
The reasons for becoming a member of CRP offered by the household´s preferred store was 
also investigated. All the surveyed sample was given the option to up to two factors that they 
considered to be the most attractive ones and the results are presented in Table 4.3. 
 
 

Factors Answers Percentage  
Store location near home/work 82 35% 
Number of stores in the country 6 3% 
Price level of products offered by the store 32 14% 
Quality of the products offered in the store 41 18% 
Benefits/rewards of the membership 27 12% 
Pleasant shopping experience 7 3% 
Opening hours of the stores 10 4% 
Wide range of products offered  9 4% 
I do not belong to any bonus program 19 8% 
Total answers 233 100% 

Table 4.3: The most attractive factors to become a CRP member of the preferred grocery store. 
 
Q8. I normally use as many discount coupons as possible regardless of the grocery store. 
 
A series of questions based on a Likert scale were used to investigate the preferences of the 
households. The degree of promiscuity was measured with such scale when asking the 
surveyed sample if they normally used as many discount coupons as possible regardless the 
grocery store. These results are shown in Table 4.4. 
 

Rating scale No. of answers Percentage 
Agree Strongly (1) 10 7% 
Agree (2) 30 22% 
Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 36 27% 
Disagree (4) 32 24% 
Disagree Strongly (5) 26 19% 
Total respondents 134 100% 
Mean 3,3 

Table 4.4: I normally use as many discount coupons as possible regardless of the grocery store. 
 
Q9. I prefer bonus programs which give immediate discounts rather than accumulative 
bonus-points that can be exchanged for future rewards. 

 
Ica Coop Citygross Willys Hemköp Other 

CRP members 87 41 18 34 15 3 
% membership 65% 31% 13% 25% 11% 2% 
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The preference for CRP that offered immediate discount vs. those which offered accumulative 
bonus point systems was investigated as well, and the results are shown in Table 4.5. 
 

Rating scale No. of answers Percentage 
Agree Strongly (1) 50 37% 
Agree (2) 43 32% 
Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 34 25% 
Disagree (4) 4 3% 
Disagree Strongly (5) 2 1% 
No answer 1 1% 
Total respondents 134 100% 
Mean 2,0 

Table 4.5: I prefer bonus programs which give immediate discounts rather than accumulative bonus-
points that can be exchanged for future rewards. 
 
Q10. If you are to exchange your bonus points for future rewards, please rank them from 1 to 
7 according to your preferences (being 1 the most appreciated). 
 
A wide range of benefits are offered to the customers through the CRP designed by each 
grocery retailer. It is a fact that not all the grocery retailers adopt the same strategy, hence 
their CRP are based on different characteristics and rewards. The households’ preferences and 
their perception to the different type of rewards were investigated. The results are presented in 
Table 4.6. 
 

Reward type Ranking/Mean 
Groceries 2,1 
Gasoline 2,7 
Hotels 3,3 

Travel tickets 3,6 
Spa 5,1 

Music events 5,3 
Ski resorts 6,0 

Table 4.6: If you are to exchange your bonus points for future rewards, please rank them from 1 to 7 
according to your preferences (being 1 the most appreciated). 
 
 
Q11. Even if they eliminate the bonus program, I would still buy groceries in my preferred 
grocery store. 
 
The level of loyalty was an important indicator to be investigated due to the strong 
competition between different grocery retailers, and the relative easy access that any customer 
has to all of them within the same city. The level of loyalty is also important for the store due 
to the fact that loyal customer are the most profitable ones. The importance of the CRP for the 
household was surveyed in order to differentiate between loyal and new customers acquisition 
via such reward program. The results are presented in Table 4.7. In our study, we considered 
that ‘true’ loyal customers are those admitting that they would buy groceries in a store 
although the store eliminates its CRP.  
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Rating scale No. of answers Percentage 
Agree Strongly (1) 49 37% 
Agree (2) 72 54% 
Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 10 7% 
Disagree (4) 3 2% 
Disagree Strongly (5) 0 0% 
Total respondents 134 100% 
Mean 1,8 

Table 4.7: Even if they eliminate the bonus program, I would still buy groceries in my preferred 
grocery store. 
 
Q12. I am well informed of all the benefits offered by the bonus program of my preferred 
grocery store. 
 
Finally, the level of awareness on the benefits and the function of the CRP was investigated 
within the surveyed households. The results are presented in Table 4.8 where it can be seen 
that only 45% affirm to have a good level of awareness of the benefits offered by the CRP of 
their preferred grocery store. 
 
 

Rating scale No. of answers Percentage 
Agree Strongly (1) 10 8% 
Agree (2) 50 37% 
Neither Agree nor Disagree (3) 36 27% 
Disagree (4) 26 19% 
Disagree Strongly (5) 12 9% 
Total respondents 134 100% 
Mean 2,9 

Table 4.8: I am well informed of all the benefits offered by the bonus program of my preferred 
grocery store.  
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5. Analysis 
In this section we present results after processing the raw data of section 4. We extracted 
results from section 4 after applying a segmentation of our sample. Based in the processed 
data, we elaborate a detailed discussion about the CRP in the Swedish grocery retail market.  

5.1 Share of wallet and purchase frequency 
From the results of Q5 of the online survey, we estimated the share of wallet (SOW) of each 
respondent. This allowed us to determine the average SOW of each grocery store for the 
entire sample. We also differentiated the SOW of customers that are enrolled and of 
customers that are ‘not-enrolled’ in the CRP of each grocery store. These results are presented 
in Figure 5.1a. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Store loyalty of customers enrolled and not-enrolled in CRP. a) share of wallet, b) 
purchase frequency.  
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The purchase frequency per month was calculated from the data as the number of store visits 
per month. This was also segmented between enrolled and not-enrolled customers for each 
grocery store and the results are depicted in Figure 5.1b. In both bar diagrams, the averages 
per grocery store (enrolled plus not-enrolled customers) are shown by the black lines and the 
indicated figure. 

Figure 5.1a clearly depicts that joining a CRP increases the share of wallet of the 
corresponding grocery store. The increase is by more than 50%. In the cases of Citygross and 
Hemköp, the SOW of CRP-members is almost two times the SOW of the non-members. 
Since the SOW is a way of measuring the customer loyalty, then our results show a positive 
correlation between enrolling a CRP of a grocery store and the increase of customer loyalty 
towards that store. This means that in overall the customers enrolled in a CRP buy more from 
that grocery store and less from the competitors. We found that our results agreed (Mägi, 
2003); (Yuping, 2007); (Leenheer, et al., 2007) and also disagree (Mauri, 2003) with similar 
investigations of loyalty in grocery retailing. Deeper analysis shall be performed discerning 
between the different types of CRP and reward schemes to explain the divergence found with 
the latter.  

The observed trend of Figure 5.1a applies to all grocery stores included in our study, with the 
exception of Lidl which operates without a CRP. The positive correlation between SOW and 
joining a CRP suggests that grocery retailers should pay close attention to the efforts and 
resources invested to attract customers for enrolling the CRP.  

Figure 5.1a also confirms that Ica is the market leader with an evident higher SOW than the 
competitors. The difference is that large that even customers that are not-enrolled in Ica’s 
CRP have an average SOW similar to that of the CRP-enrolled customers of the other grocery 
retailers. Ica is the grocery store in Sweden with the highest degree of customer loyalty, based 
on the estimations of SOW. It is, however, unclear from the results how much Ica’s CRP 
contributes to the elevated customer loyalty. Other factors e.g.: store characteristics (see 
Figure 1.1) may contribute to the high SOW reported by Ica. 

We observed a similar trend in the purchase frequency (Figure 5.1b): customers enrolled in 
the CRP do more store visits per month than not-enrolled counterparts. In the case of Coop 
and Citygross the average purchase frequency or enrolled customers is twice as high as for not 
enrolled ones. Because customers visit more often a store when they are enrolled in the store’s 
CRP, it becomes highly relevant and profitable for the stores to make customers subscribe in 
their CRP. Not only will the customers visit more frequent the store but they will also spend 
more in that store and less in other grocery retailers (Figure 5.1a).  

Other remarkable finding is the strong competition that appears to exist between the rest of 
the grocery stores. Coop, Citygross, Willys and Hemköp reported similar SOW although 
Willys was slightly higher than the other three stores. It becomes also grabs the attention to 
see that the SOW of the discount store Lidl is similar to these four competitors even though 
Lidl does not have a CRP in place. The purchase frequency is also similar to that of Citygross. 
It is assumed that Lidl attracts customers from its pricing strategy alone.  

Considering the significant positive effect in share of wallet and of purchase frequency upon 
enrolling in a store’s CRP (Figure 5.1), we can confirm both hypotheses H1 and H2.   
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Share of wallet and purchase frequency data were minced even more to extract other relevant 
information about the performance of the studied grocery stores. This analysis is presented in 
section 5.2.      

5.2 Grocery retailer comparison and performance of their CRP 

The frequency of purchase per grocery retailer was presented in the Figure 4.4. We noticed 
that from a frequency of purchase perspective all grocery retailers (with the exception of Ica) 
perform quite similar among the surveyed households. Such histogram gives indications that 
some grocery retailers with an extensive CRP struggle to differentiate themselves and 
promote higher purchase frequency from other grocery retailers with much simpler or without 
CRP.  

Another clear finding from such histogram was the difference between Ica and the rest of the 
grocery retailers. Ica differentiates greatly from their closest competitor when it comes to 
promote purchase frequency. Ica almost triples the amount of households that buy groceries in 
a medium frequency compared to Willys and Coop (37 households vs. 14 and 12 households, 
respectively); such difference increases to four times when we look at high frequency of 
purchase (47 households vs. 11 and 13 households, respectively).  

A direct comparison of the purchase frequency that each grocery retailer is able to promote 
within different households is interesting, but a combination with the level of expenditure 
would be needed to fully understand if the retailer is effectively creating loyalty through their 
CRP or not. The performance of each grocery retailer among all the surveyed households and 
in terms of the above mentioned parameters is presented in Figure 5.2. 

 

 Figure 5.2: Total customer expenditure vs. total number visits per month. 

The comparison presented in Figure 5.2 shows an increasing trend from the discount grocery 
retailer (Lidl) to the most visited one (Ica). Such trend suggests that the amount of money 
spent in each grocery retailer increases proportionally with the visit rate. However, two major 
findings can be highlighted out of such comparison. The first one involves Lidl, Hemköp and 
Citygross (blue area); all three retailers seem to be allocated in a group that does not capture 
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great portion of the customer expenditure combined to a low purchase frequency. The 
remarkable thing about this group is that Lidl seems to compete quite well with retailers that 
have CRP like Citygross and Hemköp, or on the contrary, that Hemköp with an advanced 
CRP does not attract customers, both in terms of expenditure levels and frequency of 
purchase. The second finding involves Willys and Coop (red area). A deviation from the trend 
is clear among these two retailers, either one of them produces extensive expenditures for the 
amount of visits or the other one underperforms. Figure 5.3 will help us to understand in a 
better way this second finding.  

Ehrenberg (1988) remarked the theory of the double jeopardy effect, which highlighted the 
strong relationship between the amount of customers (market penetration) to the purchase 
frequency and subsequently the customer expenditure. The double jeopardy phenomenon 
defines that the amount of success that firms have is proportional to their market penetration; 
naturally, a firm with larger amount of customers will register more sales and customer 
purchase frequency compared to a smaller firm that has not penetrated the market to the same 
extent. This indicates that a firm´s lack of market penetration will be penalized double, by 
lower purchase frequency and also by revenues. The performance of the studied grocery 
retailers seemed to reveal such behavior (see Figure 5.2), where the player with largest market 
share (Ica) reported the highest amount of customer visits and monthly revenue, whilst minor 
players such as Lidl, Citygross and Hemköp reported the lowest figures in both parameters. 
Figure 5.3 presents a better approximation to the double jeopardy model where the X axis is 
expressed in terms of market penetration or CRP members and the Y axis presents the 
revenue per month (estimated from the survey data) by each grocery retailer. Previous studies 
have used a similar model to compare the effect of CRP over the behavior of normal markets 
where different competitors would align on a liner trend that expresses a constant increase on 
purchase as a consequence of higher market penetration (Meyer-Waarden & Benavent, 2006). 

 

Figure 5.3: Double jeopardy effect of Swedish grocery retailers. The trendline added presents the 
ideal behavior that all stores should follow. 
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From Figure 5.3, Hemköp, Citygross, Coop and Ica followed the linear trend quite well, but 
Willys deviates from it. This kind of deviation has been recognized and referenced in grocery 
retailing markets as “Excessive loyalty” which indicates that a particular grocery retailer 
exhibits a higher frequency of purchase/level of expenditure than expected when compared 
against its market penetration level (Meyer-Waarden & Benavent, 2006). Such analysis helps 
to identify that Willys seems to overachieve results compared to the others retailers and Coop, 
its closest competitor. 

In addition, Figure 5.4 shows a trend of the level of expenditure per visit of the households 
against the number of visits for each grocery retailer. Such trend indicates that the level of 
expenditure decreases with an increase on the frequency of visits. At the same time Willys 
lies above the trend, with higher expenditure level among the surveyed households. 
Remarkably, among the surveyed households, those who do grocery shopping at Lidl and 
Willys seem to spend the highest level of money per visit compared to the rest of the 
households that do it at different stores. Whilst Willys uses the simplest CRP in the summary 
presented in Table 2.1, which focuses on immediate and personalized reward over groceries, 
Lidl operates in a highly competitive market without CRP at all but with lower prices. These 
seem to be strategies that increase the customer loyalty within the surveyed households by 
affecting in a positive way the amount of money that customers spent on those retailers 
compared to the suggested trend.  

 

Figure 5.4: Expenditure per visit vs. total number visits per month. The trendline added to the 
datapoints does not represent a mathematical fitting. 

 
A graphical comparison between the CRP types and the estimated level of customer 
expenditure per grocery retailer per month is presented in Figure 5.5 to gain further 
understanding on the possible influence of the different CRP over the creation of customer 
loyalty. For this we have divided the CRP in three classes (I, II and III). Such categorization 
of complexity is based on a simple comparison between the type and amount of rewards 
offered by each grocery retailer. This information is available in Table 2.1 and a short 
explanation of the criteria used for each class is presented below.  
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 Customer reward programs Class I (Low level of complexity and reward): 

Programs that offer personalized reward without bonus systems or credit card options. They 
could have a very simple coalition program (max one partner). 
 

 Customer reward programs Class II (Medium level of complexity and reward): 
Programs that offer personalized reward with bonus system and an optional credit card. They 
have simple coalition program (two to three partners). 
 

 Customer reward programs Class III (High level of complexity and reward): 
Programs that offer personalized reward with bonus systems and an optional credit card. Tier 
systems in regular purchases and/or purchases done using the grocery retailer credit card. 
They have extensive coalition program (between 4 to 10 partners). 
 

 

Figure 5.5: Effectiveness of CRP on the creation of customer loyalty.  
 
 
This kind of diagram helps to identify where the “Ideal spot” of marketing strategies based on 
CRP implementation is. Ideally, any grocery retailer would like to be in the top left corner, 
which indicates high level of customer expenditure generated with very simple CRP. This 
could be interpreted as higher expenditure originated by lower costs associated to the CRP, 
assuming that the more complex the CRP the higher its running costs.  
 
A “Worst spot” could be defined opposite to the ideal spot; a retailer that develops a complex 
CRP but generates low customer expenditure. These could be classified as inefficient, thus, 
would be allocated in the bottom right corner. Notice that Lidl has been included in this 
diagram regardless the fact that they do not offer a CRP; this was done with comparison 
purposes. The CRP are not the only factor influencing the grocery retailer success, variables 
like store density, quality of products and price levels are also to be considered within this 
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equation; however, the scope of the present study did not include an investigation of such 
factors. For the simplification of the discussion, then Figure 5.5 should be seen as a direct 
relationship between the CRP class and the revenue level of studied each grocery retailer. 
 
The complexity and the reward level offered by Ica´s CRP seems to be effective since this 
grocery retailer captures the highest level of expenditure per month among the surveyed 
sample. On the other hand, Coop which also uses a Class III CRP captures approximately 
30% less expenditure than Ica. Moreover, Lidl which does not invests on developing any 
market strategy based on CRP, captures a total monthly expenditure which is only 10% lower 
than the captured by Coop. This means the strategy of competing solely on low pricing of its 
products achieves good results to Lidl. However, the high expenditure levels reported in Ica 
cannot only be linked to their CRP. Ica as the biggest player in the Swedish grocery retail 
market, counts with a total of 1320 stores. Its closest competitor (Coop) has 650 stores, while 
retailers like Willys and Lidl have only 150 and 160 stores, respectively (Chamber Trade 
Sweden 2013). Such difference in the number of stores could influence to a large extent the 
figures presented in the Figure 5.5. The surveyed sample has previously indicated that a 
convenient store location is the most attractive factor to join the CRP (see Table 4.3), hence 
Ica owning twice as much stores than Coop and ten times more than Willys and Lidl would 
increase significantly the probability of placing stores in convenient locations. A convenient 
location may be understood as for example: short distance from home or office. This potential 
explanation is in line with previous work that had shown a negative correlation between store 
loyalty and distance to the retail store (Demoulin & Zidda, 2008); (Meyer-Waarden, 2007); 
(Lundberg & Lundberg, 2010).    
 
Based on our collected data Lidl performs as well as Citygross does, except from the 
difference that the latter uses a Class II CRP. However, Hemköp with an assumedly more 
advanced Class II CRP than the one used by Citygross, does not manages to capture higher 
household expenditure; in contrast it captures approximately 17% lower than Lidl and 
Citygross. This would allocate Hemköp and Coop in the closest region to the “worst spot” 
between all the analyzed grocery retailers. Willys on the other hand, is the grocery retailer that 
is found the closest possible to the “Ideal spot” locating itself in a region that combines a 
simple CRP (Class I) and capturing higher customer expenditure than four of the five grocery 
retailers included in our analysis. 
 
Such comparison suggests that boosting CRP with multi-partnerships that offer spa, ski 
resorts, music events and travels could be inefficient for the grocery retailers since customers 
feel primarily attracted to rewards related with groceries. Hence, such extra benefits don’t 
contribute significantly in creating customer loyalty. In this sense, the CRP used by Willys 
seems to help the grocery retailer to outstand from other competitors. It should be also stated 
that the CRP implemented by Willys is also complemented by competitively low prices, and 
these two marketing strategies together are responsible for the positive results shown by 
Willys.    

Dixon, et al., (2010) investigated the customer´s perception to bad service against good 
service; their findings suggested that customers are prone to punish bad service more than 
they are to reward a good one. Thus, the idea of “delighting” your customer was debated and 
identified as a waste of resources. In such competitive market as the grocery retailing where 
the margins for product differentiation and pricing are so small, customers are considered to 
be disloyal regardless of the fact that they are delighted by the store service or by the CRP 
offered by their preferred grocery retailer. Therefore, overloaded CRP will not make big 
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impact on customers’ preferences and their selection of grocery store. This was exemplified in 
Figure 5.5 where Coop seems to perform at the same level of Lidl and Citygross. 

The comparison of the performances of the grocery retailers and their CRP support the 
rejection of hypothesis H3. A wider range of benefits does not necessarily create higher 
loyalty among current customers in the Swedish market. 

 

5.3 Households with children vs. households with no children 
The results obtained from the online surveys allowed us studying several aspects of CRP and 
how these are differentiated for different segments of the sample. The results of this section 
are not linked with the initial hypotheses; however, we included this additional analysis due to 
the insightfulness and the value from a CRP strategy perspective.    

Previous work on Swedish grocery stores have shown the strong influence that children may 
have in the purchase habits of households (Blank & Persson, 2004). In the current work we 
differentiated the collected data into households with and without children. It was decided to 
make this analysis with respect to the presence of children rather than the age of the 
respondents since we considered the presence of children to be a stronger factor to potentially 
change the purchase behavior of households. The results discussed in this section are 
summarized in Table 5.1. 

 

Table 5.1:  Households with children and households without children – summary of results. 

 

Question 
Nr. Subject evaluated Household with children 

(40% of sample) 
Household without children 

(60% of sample) 

Total 
sample 
(100%) 

6 Enrolment to CRP 
 93% enrolled at least one CRP 75% enrolled at least one CRP 83% 

7 Appealing factors 
of CRP  

59% store location 
26% rewards 
28% price level 
35% product’s quality 

63% store location 
16% rewards 
21% price level 
28% product’s quality 

61% 
20% 
24% 
31% 

8 
Use of discount 
coupons of any 
store 

31% use coupons of any store 28% use coupons of any store 30% 

9 Reward redemption 
time 70% preferred immediate rewards 69% preferred immediate 

rewards 69% 

10 
Reward 
preferences  
 

67% groceries 
13% car fuel 
13% hotels 
- 

 
64% groceries 
11% car fuel 
- 
14% travel tickets 
 

66% 
12% 
9% 

10% 

11 
True customer 
loyalty  
 

87% would buy groceries on their 
preferred store even if the store 
eliminates the CRP 

93% would buy groceries on 
their preferred store even if the 
store eliminates the CRP 

90% 

12 
Customer 
awareness   
 

61% are well informed about 
CRP benefits 

34% are well informed about 
CRP benefits 45% 
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5.3.1 Enrolment to CRP 
The surveyed sample consisted of 40% of households having children whereas the other 60% 
were households had no children (see Figure 4.2). Table 4.2 (Q6) showed the percentages and 
the number CRP’s memberships per grocery store.  

When separating these results for households with children and households without children, 
we found that 93% of the households with children have enrolled in a CRP whereas the 
corresponding figure for households without children amounts to 75% (the mean of the total 
sample is 83%, see Table 5.1). This result suggests a strong correlation between households 
with children and the likelihood of joining CRP of grocery stores. 

This finding have two potential explanations: one is that households with children expect to 
have higher grocery expenditure and hence they prefer to join the CRP of their already 
preferred store in order to take advantage of the rewards programs and/or discounts. In this 
case we assume customers are already loyal to the grocery store and they join the CRP to 
exploit for their own benefit the rewards offered by the CRP. A second potential explanation 
is that households with children may have a stronger need for saving money and hence they 
enroll the CRP as a mean to obtain grocery discounts. Similar observation and explanation 
were proposed in another research about the Swedish grocery retail market (Blank & Persson, 
2004). Grocery discounts can be seen as means to mitigate the total household expenditure for 
families with children. In this second explanation, we consider that households without 
children may have a monthly expenditure in groceries that is not sufficiently high to stimulate 
them joining a CRP for the sole purpose of saving money.  

5.3.2 Appealing factors of CRP  
The result of Table 5.1 agreed well with the tendency observed in Table 4.3 (Q7) when 
distinguishing the answers obtained for households with and without children. For instance, 
26% of the households with children joined a CRP because of the rewards/benefits whereas 
the corresponding figure for households without children was 16% (the mean of the total 
sample was 20%, see Table 5.1). Moreover, 28% of households with children joined a CRP 
due to the overall price level offered by the grocery store, meanwhile only 21% of the 
households without children considered this factor as a reason to enroll a CRP. These two 
particular results indicate: a) greater tendency in families with children to join CRP for taking 
advantage of rewards/benefits but also to reduce grocery expenditure; and b) higher price 
sensitivity in households with children compared to households without children. The 
obtained results evidence that in households with children, decisions based on household 
economy become more relevant, possibly because in this group of households there are other 
children needs to be satisfied such as education, recreation and health care. As a consequence, 
there is a stronger need to reduce grocery expenditure.  

The main purpose of the overall sample as Q9 (see Table 4.5) evaluated the preference of 
rewards, and it became evident that the vast majority of the sample showed a preference for 
immediate grocery discounts. Our results agree with Meyer-Waarden (2015) where the author 
demonstrated that in CRP of grocery retail business, immediate and tangible rewards are 
preferred by customers.  

Another interesting finding from the data collected from Q7 was the increased importance of 
the quality of the products offered by the grocery stores to join the corresponding CRP: 35% 
of the households with children joined a CRP for this reason and 28% of the households 
without children did it. It seems that when children are present, the quality of the products 
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becomes a factor that can rise the tendency of joining a CRP. A potential explanation is that 
parents possess a higher willingness to acquire groceries of higher quality (e.g. tastier, 
healthier, more ecological).  

Particularly in Q7 the respondents chose two of the listed alternatives and they may have 
chosen price and quality as the CRP appealing factors. Therefore, considering the 
methodological design of Q7 it is not contradictory that households with children prefer price 
and quality at the same time.   

5.3.3 Use of rewards and reward preferences 

No significant statistical difference was observed in the use of discounts coupons in grocery 
stores between both types of households: 31% of households with children and 28% of 
households without children agreed using discount coupons regardless of the grocery stores 
(average for the whole sample was 30%, see Table 5.1). This was evaluated by Q8 (results in 
Table 4.4). We assume that customers that use discount coupons regardless of the store are 
less loyal (and more promiscuous) than those that don’t redeem coupons at all, or those that 
only use coupons on their preferred store. The results of Table 4.4 can be also interpreted as 
43% of the sample (those who responded ‘disagree’ or ‘strongly disagree’) being loyal. The 
neutral response alternative was very high in this question (27%) and consequently the mean 
value was only 3.3 in the Likert scale and not higher. The mean value reveals an overall 
tendency towards customer loyalty in the sample.   

All customers agreed well when they were asked about immediate vs. future rewards: 70% of 
households with children and 69% of households without children responded they preferred 
immediate grocery discounts rather than accumulating bonus points to be exchanged for 
future rewards (see Table 5.1). This was evaluated by Q9 with results presented in Table 4.5). 
The mean result of this question was 2.0 which shows a very strong tendency towards the 
‘agree’ side of the Likert scale.  

From a CRP and grocery store standpoint; the result means only 30% of the respondents 
would use the CRP to earn experience rewards such as music concerts, travel tickets, spa, 
hotels, among others. One could also say that Swedish households are not so attracted to CRP 
that focus mostly on future experience rewards as compared to other CRP that offer them 
grocery discounts. The majority of respondents, with and without children, prefer to obtain 
short term benefits from the CRP membership. This result is aligned with findings by Meyer-
Waarden (2015) who concluded that customers of grocery stores have low involvement and 
this resulted in a significant preference for immediate rewards. We believe that this preference 
for immediate rewards is partly driven by the frequency that respondents are exposed to 
grocery shopping (high) compared to leisure experiences (low). 

In our analysis we didn’t observe significant differences with respect to the preferred rewards 
of the households with children and those without children. The overall preferences were 
evaluated by Q10 and presented in Table 4.6. Both types of households follow the overall 
trend of the sample: about 66% of the sample ranked grocery discounts 1 out of 7 as the 
preferred CRP rewards (67% in households with children and 64% in households without 
children). Gasoline discounts was among the top three preferred CRP rewards as 13% for 
household with children ranked 1 out 7 and 11% of households without children did the same 
(other listed rewards were rarely ranked first by the respondents as presented in Table 5.1).  
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5.3.4 True customer loyalty 
We considered customers being ‘truly’ loyal to a store if they still would buy groceries in a 
store although that store eliminates de CRP. In other words, customers that buy groceries in a 
retailer because of the CRP are not considered truly loyal.   
 
Our analysis showed that the total sample had a high level of true customer loyalty, measured 
by Q11 (see Table 4.7), where 91% of the respondents agreed on doing grocery shopping in 
their preferred store even if the store eliminates the CRP. This means, the majority are loyal to 
the preferred store and not to the CRP itself. Nevertheless, from our investigation it is not 
possible to decouple this result from the effect of convenient location of the store. We suspect 
that the overall high true loyalty is in part linked to the store location.  
 
We observed that households with children have a slightly higher sensitivity than household 
without children to alter their election of grocery store if the stores eliminates the CRP. 87% 
of households with children would continue buying groceries in their preferred store even if 
they eliminate the CRP, whereas the figure for households without children is 93%, see Table 
5.1. Although the difference is small, it reflects a slightly greater true customer loyalty of 
households without children.  
 

5.3.5 Customer awareness  
Finally, customer awareness resulted also distinct among households with children and 
households without children. The overall output of the survey is depicted in Table 4.8 (Q12). 
Differentiating the results into the two household groups, we found that 61% of the 
households with children and 34% of the households without children indicated to be well 
informed about the benefits offered by the CRP they joined, as presented in Table 5.1. The 
difference is large and significant which helps to support the beliefs that households with 
children possess higher interest in CRP and a higher tendency of enrolling and using the CRP 
for money saving purposes. Nevertheless, the overall result of Q12 demonstrates low 
customer awareness of the CRP. This is a useful finding for grocery stores with CRP; it seems 
that the marketing and advertising efforts to promote their CRP don’t reach a large part of the 
households in Sweden. The significant statistical correlation between store-customer 
communication and customer satisfaction (Bridson, et al., 2008) enhances the relevance of 
this finding. 

5.4 Households with low, medium and high income 
The results of this section are not linked to the initial hypotheses of the thesis. However, we 
included this additional analysis due to the significance for marketers from a CRP strategy 
perspective. 

The collected results also enabled us to differentiate the results according to the income level 
per month of the households. The results of the total sample were presented in Figure 4.3. 

We established three groups according to the household income: low (below 
29.999 SEK/month), medium (between 30.000 and 49.999 SEK/month) and high (above 
50.000 SEK/month). The sample consisted of 19% of households with low income, 28% with 
medium income, 45% with high income, and 8% of households did not to disclose their 
income. 
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Table 5.2: Households with low, medium and high income – summary of results. 

 

5.4.1 Enrolment to CRP 

By performing an analysis of the survey’s answers for households with low, medium and high 
monthly income we observed a systematic increased likelihood of joining CRP (evaluated in 
Q6) as the monthly income increased; this is as shown in Table 5.2. The differences in the 
percentage of households that have joined at least one CRP between the three groups are 
statistically significant, and only high income households showed a higher percentage of CRP 
enrolment than the overall average (92% vs. 82%). The preference of high income households 
to participate in CRP agreed with Melnyk & Bijmolt (2015). Other researchers have detected 
a dependence of income and CRP participation (Dorotic, et al., 2014), although the effect was 
not as strong as what we found.  

One plausible explanation is that high income households tend to have higher grocery 
expenditure than the other groups and they join CRP of their preferred stores in order to take 
advantage from the repeatedly large shopping bags they spend money for. In other words, 
high income households perceive a more beneficial relationship customer – grocery store 
when enrolled in CRP because the money spent can transform into useful benefits, discounts 
and/or rewards. Moreover, the high grocery expenditure can also transform into shorter 
periods of time needed to accumulate bonus points in the CRP to be exchanged for future 
rewards. Hence, these households perceive the CRP as a more attractive option than medium 
and low income households. 

Another interpretation of the results from Q6 in Table 5.2 is that low income customers are 
less loyal to grocery stores and hence they don’t do repeated grocery shopping in one or few 
favorite stores. Consequently, they find the CRP less attractive because they will split the 
grocery expenditure in many stores. Hence they will require long periods of time to 

Question 
Nr. 

Subject 
evaluated 

Households with low 
income 

(19% of sample) 

Household with 
medium income 
(28% of sample) 

Household with high 
income 

(45% of sample) 

Total 
sample 
(100%) 

6 Enrolment to 
CRP 

68% enrolled at least 
one CRP 

76% enrolled at least 
one CRP 

92% enrolled at least one 
CRP 82% 

7 Appealing 
factors of CRP 

68% store location  
24% rewards 
24% price level 
16% product’s quality 

43% store location 
14% rewards 
35% price level 
24% product’s quality 

68% store location 
22% rewards 
18% price level 
42% product’s quality 

61% 
20% 
24% 
31% 

8 
Use of discount 
coupons of any 
store 

32% use coupons of any 
store 

24% use coupons of 
any store 

33% use coupons of any 
store 30% 

9 
Reward 
redemption 
time 

72% preferred 
immediate rewards 

57% preferred 
immediate rewards 

65% preferred immediate 
rewards 69% 

10 Reward 
preferences 

56% groceries 
16% car fuel 
- 
16% travel tickets 

 
70% groceries 
16% car fuel 
- 
- 
 

 
63% groceries 
10% car fuel 
12% hotels 
10% travel tickets 

66% 
12% 
9% 
10% 

11 True customer 
loyalty 

88% would buy 
groceries in preferred 
store even if the store 
eliminates the CRP 

84% would buy 
groceries in preferred 
store even if the store 
eliminates the CRP 

95% would buy groceries 
in preferred store even if 
the store eliminates the 
CRP 

90% 

12 Customer 
awareness 

32% are well informed 
about CRP benefits 

43% are well 
informed about CRP 
benefits 

48% are well informed 
about CRP benefits 45% 
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accumulate bonus points to be exchange for future rewards. This will cause the opposite effect 
as explained for high income households, as the customers will feel less motivated to join a 
CRP because they don’t perceive an important benefit in return.   

Our results showed a greater percentage of low income households that frequently purchase 
groceries in discount stores (as Lidl) due to low prices. These customers most likely will not 
join any CRP as the discount stores in our study don’t offer CRP. In general, the behavior of 
medium income households lies between the low and high income groups.   

The correlation between household income and enrolment to CRP possess some degree of 
multicollinearity with household with children. This is, the likelihood of having children 
increases with the household income as presented in Figure 5.6. Thus, the increase of CRP 
enrolment with income is partially explained by the presence/absence of children in the 
households, which was discussed in section 5.3.1. However, the differences of the results of 
Q6 in Table 5.2 are significant and the trend is consistent, which is an indicator of a true 
correlation between CRP enrolment and the household monthly income. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Percentage of households with children vs. household income. 

 

5.4.2 Appealing factors of CRP  

In general, convenient store location was the most determinant factor for joining a CRP (Q7). 
Nevertheless, no clear trend was observed with respect to this factor and the household 
income. Table 5.2 shows that low and high income households gave more importance to the 
location of the grocery store (68% each) than medium income households (43%), while the 
result of all respondents was 61%. It was expected to find an equal preference for convenient 
location of stores for all three groups. The survey data don’t provide sufficient evidence to 
explain the disparity observed for medium income households. In a similar manner, the 
percentage of households who named the offered rewards as an appealing factor to join CRP 
also varied with the household income without a clear trend (see Table 5.2). From the 
information collected from the online surveys it is not possible to explain these results. 

The price level was driving factor to enroll in CRP for 24% of the total sample. As expected, 
medium and low income households showed a stronger preference for convenient/low price 
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levels than high income households, as also published by Melnyk & Bijmolt, (2015). High 
income households might be less price sensitive (Dorotic, et al., 2014) than low and medium 
income households, which means they give less importance to the money spent in groceries. 
Similar results have been reported by Taylor & Neslin (2005) and by Leenheer, et al., (2007). 
Instead, high income households were motivated by other characteristics of the grocery stores 
for becoming members of the CRP.  

In general, only 24% of the total sample mentioned price level as a motivation to join a CRP. 
This is evidence of an overall low ‘price dependency’ of Swedish customers for joining CRP 
in grocery stores. Finally, this finding have a good agreement with the results by 
Garcia Gomez, et al. (2012) who found  that price sensitivity did not explain the likelihood of 
participation in grocery retailer loyalty programs.  

The purchasing power and Actual Individual Consumption (AIC) per capita of Swedish 
households is 11% higher than the European average (Statistics Sweden, 2015). High 
purchasing power may alter the preferences for grocery stores; for example, households in 
Sweden might prefer buy groceries in stores offering high quality or greater shopping 
enjoyment rather than just low prices. Thus, the overall high purchasing power can also 
contribute to the low percentage of households in Sweden that consider price levels as a 
relevant factor for joining CRP of grocery stores.  

Our survey showed that the quality of the offered products ranked second among the most 
attractive factors for joining CRP in grocery stores (31% of all households considered it). Our 
analysis showed that the higher the monthly household income, the higher the importance of 
the product’s quality (See Table 5.2). This factor more than doubled from low to high income 
households (from 16% to 42%). This finding supports the general notion that high income 
households are more motivated by quality (and less by price) than the low and medium 
income counterparts. Usually grocery products considered of higher quality (eco-friendly, 
organic, or luxury brands) have a higher price for the consumers and a large part of high 
income households are willing to pay for them. This finding is also supported by the low 
importance that high income households (18%) give to the price level, which is almost half of 
that expressed by medium income households (36%).  

It is hence safe to state that for high income households price is a weak factor and product’s 
quality is a strong factor for joining a CRP. On the other hand, for medium and low income 
households the price level is a more attractive factor than the quality of the products for 
becoming a member of a CRP. Pleasant shopping experience was only named by high income 
respondents (5%) while none for medium or low income counterparts; and although this only 
represents a small percentage, it is another indication that households may be motivated by 
different factors for joining a CRP depending on their income.  

5.4.3  Use of rewards and reward preferences 

The use of discount coupons of any store (Q8) did not show an obvious trend. Medium 
income households (24%) were below the average of the whole sample (30%), whereas low 
and high income groups were slightly above as depicted in Table 5.2. There is no correlation 
between the likelihood of redeeming discount coupons of any store and the monthly income 
of the respondents. 

Low income households (72%) were the only group with a preference for immediate rewards 
(Q9) above the sample average (69%), meanwhile high income households were slightly 
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below with 65% and medium income households were significantly below with 57%. In the 
studied CRP the economic cost of enrolment is zero with the exception of Coop; under this 
condition of low participation cost Kivetz & Simonson (2003) also found preference towards 
immediate rewards. Choi & Kim (2013) concluded that the timing for redemption of rewards 
(immediate or delayed depended on the purpose of the customer’s purchase (utilitarian or 
hedonic). In this investigation we consider the grocery purchase to be of utilitarian nature, and 
hence our findings are contradictory with Choi & Kim (2013).  
 
The correlation between income and preference for immediate rewards seems inexistent from 
the surveyed sample, although the fact that low income households scored highest in Q9 
seems aligned with the belief that these group feel a stronger need for immediate rewards than 
for accumulative rewards. This idea is in line with results found by (Keh & Lee, 2006). 

Preference of rewards (Q10) did not give clear trends depending on the income of the 
households. The variation for the preference of grocery rewards is relatively large for the 
three income segments and it results contradictory that the low income households didn’t 
scored highest in preference for groceries. Two potential explanations are that in our sample 
the percentage of households with children is lowest in low income households (see Figure 
5.6) and Table 5.1 showed a slightly lower preference for grocery rewards in households 
without children. This means the low preference for grocery rewards in low income 
households is partially linked to the absence of children. Secondly, we believe low income 
households already buy groceries in discount stores or in low level price supermarkets and 
hence they feel they save sufficient money in this way and consequently they looked for other 
type of rewards when responding the survey, such as car fuel or travel tickets as shown in 
Table 5.2.  

Medium income households scored the highest (70%) in preference for grocery rewards 
which may be also connected to the increased likelihood of having children. In the high 
income segment the preference for grocery rewards agrees well with the overall average of 
the sample but we observed a clear greater preference for the so-called ‘pleasure rewards’ 
(travel tickets, hotels, ski resorts) than the other two groups. Finally, car fuel appeared among 
the preferred rewards of the sample and its preference seems to diminish with the increase in 
household income (see Table 5.2), possibly because as the percentage of fuel expenditure with 
respect to the income should be less for the high segment or the sample.   

5.4.4 True customer loyalty 
Measured by Q11, in overall the sample had 90% which is a high level of true customer 
loyalty. 
 
The results in Table 5.2 show that high income households reported the highest (95%) level of 
true customer loyalty. This segment is more likely to remain loyal to their preferred grocery 
store and that this loyalty is not attached to the CRP scheme. These type of customers usually 
don’t change to other grocery stores and are less sensitive to price (Leenheer, et al., 2007); 
(Melnyk & Bijmolt, 2015). The relationship income – true loyalty of the studied sample is not 
straightforward. However, the increase in true loyalty from low income to high income 
households follow a similar trend as in a previous research work (Taylor & Neslin, 2005) 
where the authors found a negative correlation between income and store loyalty. 
 
Medium income households showed a lower degree of true loyalty of 84% that is lower than 
the overall of 90%. Hence, this group is more prompt to switch to other grocery stores with 
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CRP or products of higher perceived value. Low income households reported similar true 
loyalty (88%) to medium income households.  
 
Observing at the results of Q7 and Q11 it becomes reasonable to say that the high degree of 
true loyalty is explained by the marked preference for conveniently located stores for the 
whole sample. This implies that if the store location would no longer be convenient or if the 
customers change residence, then they may switch grocery store. Our study didn’t enable us 
separating the effect of convenient store location from true store loyalty measures.  

5.4.5 Customer awareness  
Our results showed that the higher the household income the greater the customer awareness 
about the CRP (see Table 5.2). Medium and high income households follow closely the 
overall sample average (45%) but low income households presented a significantly lower 
customer awareness of CRP (32%).  
 
By crossing the results of Q12 of Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 it seems that low income 
households scored low in customer awareness in part because this group have the lowest 
percentage of children (see Figure 5.6). This is, the CRP awareness seems to be governed 
more by the presence of children rather than the household income.  
 
In general, our analysis shows poor customer awareness about the benefits and rewards that 
can be obtained from CRP of groceries stores in Sweden. This may be caused by both an 
ineffective marketing/advertising campaigns but also by the fierce competition of the grocery 
retail market that causes certain reluctance from customers towards CRP, especially those 
with concerns regarding sharing private information to retailers (Melnyk & Bijmolt, 2015); 
(Garcia Gomez, et al., 2012).  
 
Grocery stores in Sweden may focus particularly on the low income segment of the 
population and to families with children, who seem to be less aware about what alternatives 
and benefits currently exist. It is likely that more low income households regularly buy in 
discounts stores in search of low price groceries and this behavior makes them less interested 
in participating in CRP of other grocery stores.  
 
We also believe that, if the customer awareness of the CRP is improved, both customers and 
grocery stores can win. A successfully increased CRP awareness (e.g. by conventional 
advertisement, online marketing, discounts campaigns, among others) may give a boost in 
sales. But at the same time the newly satisfied customers usually make the CRP more ‘visible’ 
by word-of-mouth marketing which improves the customer perception of the CRP and the 
grocery store (Gable, et al., 2008). 
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6. Conclusions  
In the present study we implemented online surveys on households in Sweden. The collected 
data included demographic information and purchase habits and CRP preferences.  
 
The majority of households give considerable value to conveniently location when choosing 
among grocery retailers. It resulted surprising that price and quality of the products were 
mentioned less than half of the times than convenient location of stores by the respondents. In 
fact, we observed noticeable elements of true loyalty in the whole sample but we suspect that 
this particular tendency is biased by the obvious preference for conveniently located stores. 
We concluded then that most customers enroll in the CRP to take advantage of the repeated 
visits they already do to a certain store, which has a favorable location. This attitude is 
masked as true loyalty but in fact it only implies a behavioral loyalty, whereas attitudinal 
loyalty could not be proved.  
 
The package of benefits and rewards of CRP ranked fourth among appealing factors to join 
CRP, demonstrating that the CRP itself does not capture many customers. Swedish 
households value more immediate and tangible CRP rewards rather than future ones for which 
they will need to accumulate loyalty points. Also, the vast majority of households had a strong 
preference for rewards related to daily expenses, such as groceries and car fuel, over more 
luxurious rewards like travels, hotels and other experience rewards.  
 
We found conclusive evidence about the increase of customer loyalty (share of wallet and 
purchase frequency) in respondents enrolled in CRP compared to not-enrolled counterparts. 
Nevertheless, not having a CRP among the marketing strategies of a grocery store is not a 
barrier for gaining customers, as shown by Lidl’s performance.  
 
With respect to the analysis of the house characteristics; we concluded that CRP are more 
appealing to households with children. These households find higher value in the potential 
program rewards, are more price sensitive, have a slightly stronger preference for quality 
products, and possess a greater awareness of the CRP than households without children. 
Finally, we also concluded that high income households use more the CRP offered by grocery 
retailers than medium or low income households. In part, this occurs because high income 
respondents are better informed about what the CRP offer. This group had quality of grocery 
products as a parameter to choose among grocery stores, and they reported slightly higher 
customer loyalty than medium and low income households. 
 
We proposed a conceptual framework (Figure 1.1) to contextualize our investigation. The 
present study confirmed that monetary based elements of CRP do help grocery retailers to 
generate at least behavioral loyalty in customers. The majority of households were strongly 
driven by rewards/benefits from which they perceived economic value (utilitarian motives), 
either saving money in the grocery basket purchase or earning bonus points to be redeemed in 
future grocery shopping. This is aligned with previous work in grocery retailing CRP (Mägi, 
2003); (Leenheer, et al., 2007).  We didn’t study the treatment-based elements of the CRP as 
several authors have previously stated that these usually only drive customer loyalty of 
particular segments of shoppers; for instance, heavy buyers (Meyer-Waarden, 2007). 
 
A relevant contribution from our work was the marked effect of external factors such as store 
characteristics and household’s characteristics (Figure 1.1) in the customer behavior and its 
impact in the development of loyalty. Customers perceived a high value in having a grocery 
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store near home or work and they enroll in the CRP of that store to obtain something 
(monetary) in return for their repeated purchases. In other words, customers become store 
loyal and then they enroll in the CRP, as Leenheer, et al., (2007) also reported. We arrived at 
the judgement that convenient location and the time spent to go to and from a store are 
stronger drivers for choosing a grocery retailer (customer loyalty of behavioral nature) than 
the CRP offered by that store. Similar conclusions of regional market in US were drawn by 
Stephen Parker, et al. (2009). Considering our conclusions, the former conceptual framework 
(Figure 1.1) may be redefined by switching box positions between ‘store loyalty’ and ‘CRP 
loyalty’. We would need to remove the term ‘true’ due to the strong behavioral component of 
loyalty observed. 
 
With the collected data, a series of histograms were also produced to analyze the purchase 
frequency and amount of money spent by the 134 surveyed households across the studied 
grocery retailers. Such histograms showed at first glance the dominance that Ica has over the 
Swedish grocery retail market.  The number of households that buy groceries with a medium 
frequency at Ica is almost three times higher than Willys and Coop; at higher purchase 
frequency such difference increases by a factor of four. Besides, we also found that some 
grocery retailers with well-developed CRP (for instance Hemköp) struggle to differentiate 
themselves from the competitors and promote higher purchase frequency from other grocery 
retailers with much simpler CRP (Willys and Citygross) or even without CRP (Lidl). 
 
Further analysis combining level of expenditures and frequency of purchase showed that Lidl, 
Hemköp and Citygross performed quite similar within a group that does not capture great 
portion of the customer expenditure combined to a low purchase frequency. An output of our 
research showed that Lidl compete quite well with retailers that have CRP in place like 
Citygross and Hemköp, or on the contrary, that Hemköp with an advanced CRP does not 
attract customers sufficiently when compared to Lidl. This analysis together with a 
comparison based on the double jeopardy effect theory showed that Willys exhibits an 
“excessive loyalty”. This means, Willys had a higher frequency of purchase and level of 
expenditure than expected when compared against its market penetration level. Therefore, we 
identified that Willys overachieve results compared to the others retailers and also to Coop, its 
closest competitor. Altogether, we concluded that a CRP with larger benefit scheme does not 
necessarily increases the customer loyalty to the store. Moreover, boosting CRP with multi-
partnership programs that offer several experience rewards (spa, ski resorts, music events and 
travel tickets) could be inefficient for the grocery retailers since customers feel primarily 
attracted to immediate rewards related with groceries discounts. 
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7. Research limitations 
In this section the identified limitations of our research work are presented.  
 
In this work we studied only a portion of the stores present in the market (79%). Hence, it 
does not take into consideration the market effect of neither specialty food stores (e.g. 
butchers and charcuterie shops) nor convenience stores (e.g. 7-eleven, Pressbyrån, Tempo & 
Handlarn, gas station stores). 
 
For simplicity purposes, the effect of the size of the stores was neglected. This means 
hypermarkets, supermarkets and small grocery stores were treated equally. Nevertheless, 
some of the grocery retailers of our study have only hypermarkets, whereas others have a mix 
of hypermarkets and smaller stores. This is a remarkable observation due to the influence we 
observed of the conveniently located grocery stores on customer loyalty.   
 
Some investigations distinguish between the grocery store products, for instance, between 
perishable and non-perishable products. These were treated equally in this thesis work. Also, 
personal hygiene/care products were not extracted from the total purchase basket. 
 
Due to time limitations, our analysis was of cross-sectional nature. A longitudinal study of 
customer behavior over a period of time would be highly valuable for a deeper understanding 
with respect to variations on the trends presented because loyalty does not develop 
instantaneously. A larger survey sample would also be desired, but this became impossible 
due to the same time considerations.    
 
We did not investigate about the customer´s perception of the CRP for those households who 
did not belong to any program. Hence, no further analysis was carried in order to determine if 
those were potential customers or if they would not become members of any CRP due to the 
aversion to disclose private information. These two were treated equally in our analysis.  
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8. Future work 
Customizing the benefits/rewards offered by CRP could enhance the profitability of the 
program for the grocery retailer. Hence, we consider of high relevance to carry out an 
investigation focused on understanding the customer preferences and CRP usage of different 
customer segments (e.g.: children vs. no children; low, medium and high income; men and 
women). Such data/information would be of enormous value for marketers in grocery retailers 
as they would be able to fit the CRP benefits to satisfy more precisely customer needs, 
consequently adding value to the CRP to both the end customers and the firms.  
 
Convenient store location showed a big importance for the customers surveyed in this work. 
Hence, grocery retailers with larger amount of stores in the Swedish market would have a 
better chance to capture customers. A further investigation that isolates the effect of the 
convenient location from the perception/usage of the CRP would help to get a better 
understanding of the trends concluded in this work. Moreover, we focused our study to 
behavioral loyalty (e.g.: I buy groceries in store X because it is located near home), yet this 
type of loyalty alone won’t last long as it can be easily gained by competitors or by an even 
more conveniently located grocery store. Therefore, we recommend to incorporate attitudinal 
loyalty to future investigations and to review the connection between this one and the loyalty 
produced by CRP. 
 
We found eye-catching that 28% - 55% of the surveyed households did not feel to be well 
informed about the benefits given by the CRP of their preferred store. We believe that 
investigating the communication channels B2C will contribute in understanding the nature of 
this problem. Lack of awareness does not let customers to fully benefit on the CRP offered, 
hence, the creation of loyalty is being limited and marketing campaigns might not be 
implemented in an effective way.   
 
We failed to incorporate CRP costs in our research as we did not have access to such 
information. Considering the spectrum of CRP in the Swedish grocery retail market, it is 
appealing to complement the evaluation of CRP performance with the associated costs to run 
them (launching, maintenance, promotion, administration, etc.). Some CRP are simple 
whereas other ones involve complex multi-partnerships systems, hence the costs may vary 
significantly. Including cost figures would enable a critical evaluation of the CRP 
profitability.  
 
Finally, we feel our study lacked of significant evidence to evaluate the true customer loyalty 
towards the store. The share of wallet and the purchase frequency are behavioral measures of 
loyalty and may well reflect the market situation. However, customer profitability is 
associated with truly loyal customers, those who are difficult to steal from competitors. A 
deeper longitudinal research to successfully measure (with statistical confidence) the true 
loyalty generated by CRP needs to be designed and implemented. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1: Online survey - Customer Reward Programs in Swedish grocery stores. 
 
Q1. Age 

 < 25 yr 
 26 - 35 
 36 - 45 
 46 - 55 
 56 - 65 
 > 65 

 
Q2. Household size 

 1 Adult 
 2 Adult 
 1 Adult + Children 
 2 Adult + Children 

 
Q3. Household monthly income 

 <19.999 Kr 
 20.000 - 29.999 
 30.000 - 39.999 
 40.000 - 49.999 
 50.000 - 59.999 
 60.000 - 69.999 
 > 70.000 Kr 
 I prefer not to disclose it 

 
Q4. How many times per month you buy groceries at these stores? 
 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Ica                     
Coop                     
Citygross                     
Willys                     
Hemkop                     
Lidl                     

 
Q5. How much money per month you spend in groceries in each store (SEK)? 
 
  0 1-499 500-1499 1500 - 2499 2500 - 3499 3500 - 4499 >4500 
Ica               
Coop               
Citygross               
Willys               
Hemkop               
Lidl               

 
Q6. Do you belong to any of these bonus programs? 
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 Ica (Yes/No) 
 Hemkop (Yes/No) 
 Coop (Yes/No) 
 Willys (Yes/No) 
 Citygross (Yes/No) 
 Other (Yes/No) 

 
Q7. Which factors did you consider the most attractive to become a member of the bonus 
program of your preferred store? 

a. Store location near home/work 
b. Number of stores in the country 
c. Price level of products offered by the store 
d. Quality of the products offered in the store 
e. Benefits/rewards of the membership 
f. Pleasant shopping experience 
g. Opening hours of the stores 
h. Wide range of products offered 
i. I do not belong to any bonus program 

 
Q8. I normally use as many discount coupons as possible regardless of the grocery store. 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 

 
Q9. I prefer bonus programs which give immediate discounts rather than accumulative bonus-
points that can be exchanged for future rewards. 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 

 
Q10.  If you are to exchange your bonus points for future rewards, please rank them from 1 to 
7 according to your preferences (being 1 the most appreciated). 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 

 
Q11. Even if they eliminate the bonus program, I would still buy groceries in my preferred 
grocery store. 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
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Q12. I am well informed of all the benefits offered by the bonus program of my preferred 
grocery store. 

1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 

 

 
 
 
 
 


